FREEDOM AND AUTONOMY: FROM KANT TO ADORNO

Kant –
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals [1785]
Critique of Practical Reason [1788] (Second book: The Dialectic of Pure Reason)
Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason [1793] (Part One: Of the Radical Evil in Human Nature)

Schelling –
Philosophical Letters on Dogmatism and Criticism [1795]
On the Essence of Human Freedom [1809]

Hegel –
Phenomenology of Spirit [1807] VI C (‘Spirit certain of itself: Morality)
Encyclopedia of the Philosophical Sciences [1830] Part III (Philosophy of Spirit), Section Two: Objective Spirit (§§ 483 – 552)

Adorno –
Negative Dialectics, Part Three: Models, I (Freedom), II (Word Spirit and Natural History), III (Meditations on Metaphysics)